**Economy shows meager growth**
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**Suspect may be "circuit rapist"**

By Craig Horner, Associated Press

A Des Moines man who confessed Thursday to 16 crimes in Iowa over the past year, including four rapes, is the prime suspect in at least 18 other sex crimes involving Iowa City residents.

**Inauguration plans lack only an audience**

Salcetti and Mrkvicka both said their plans lack only an audience to make them official.

**Cutler: Country doesn’t care about poor**

Cutler, whose Missouri grandfather was chief of police in Galesburg, said the men's lack of any record of rape or sexual assault led him to believe they were innocent of the crime.

**Weekly editors: It was time to move on**

By Mary Taler

"Weekly editors: It was time to move on"

**Arrest: Man charged with murder**

A Des Moines man who confessed Thursday to 16 crimes in Iowa over the past year, including four rapes, is the prime suspect in at least 18 other sex crimes involving Iowa City residents.

**Weather**

Sunday was warmer and wetter today than it was yesterday, with evening showers for most of the region. The rain is expected to continue through tonight, with a high of 60 degrees.

**Inauguration plans lack only an audience**

"Inauguration plans lack only an audience"

The committee decided earlier in the fall to cancel plans for the inauguration.

**Weekly editors: It was time to move on**

"Weekly editors: It was time to move on"

The editors say they are taking advantage of other good opportunities to move on.

**Weather**

The weather is expected to be cool and cloudy today, with a high of 55 degrees.

**Cutler: Country doesn’t care about poor**

Cutler said he is worried that the less visible violence that we don’t care about women who are victims of domestic violence, they could have some impact on children with parents who are violent.

**Weekly editors: It was time to move on**

The editors say they are taking advantage of other good opportunities to move on.

**Weather**

The weather is expected to be cool and cloudy today, with a high of 55 degrees.
Briefly

10,000 honor stain comrades

KIRKSTON, Brazil - The flag that would only "die in a real battle or die of old age," more than a century after it was planted outside the first World War stadium on November 3, 1919, was recently pulled down in honor of the stadium's centennial. The flag was a gift to the stadium from the United States.

Israelis pull out of mountains

Israelis were slowly expelled from their mountain homes in the Galilee, north of Haifa, as part of a 10-year agreement to withdraw from the Golan Heights, the Israeli government announced on Monday. The agreement, known as the "Six-Day War," was signed in 1967 and calls for the withdrawal of Israeli forces from the Golan Heights, a strategically important area that was occupied by Israel during the 1967 Six-Day War.

Sex offender law constitutes

By Susanna Johnson

The law was passed by the legislature in 1980. It makes it a felony to permit a sex offender to be in the same room as a child under 16. The law also requires the offender to register with the police department in the area where they live. The law is considered a major step in preventing child molestation.

Police search news offices

BAKh, Uzbekistan - National police arrested a man on suspicion of trying to plant a bomb in a news office in Bokhara, the capital of the region. The man was arrested after police received a tip from a member of the public.

Nobel winner lauds Reagan

EUGENE, Oregon - University of Oregon President John R. Silman, who received the Nobel Peace Prize for his work in international diplomacy, praised President Ronald Reagan for his efforts in promoting peace.

Bombing charges

BELFAST, Northern Ireland - A bomb squad has been called to a hotel in Belfast after a suspicious package was found in a room. The hotel is closed and guests are being evacuated.

Quote:

"A lot of people have been falling about a cold wave with a lot of it. I hope they find it. When they find it, they'll be happy to know that it's back to normal."

Postscripts

Events

The New York Times will hold a series of public discussions on the role of the news media in American life. The first event will take place on April 3, featuring a panel of experts who will discuss the role of the news media in shaping public opinion and influencing politics.

Navy Annapolis "Brewer" - National police arrested a man on suspicion of trying to plant a bomb in a news office in Bokhara, the capital of the region. The man was arrested after police received a tip from a member of the public.

Bombers on target for new trial

The military appeals court has overturned the conviction of two men who were found guilty of possession of illegal substances. The court ruled that the evidence used against the men was obtained illegally and must be thrown out.

THE ENERGY SAVERS!

SALE for Men & Women

DOWNS JACKETS

Sherpa-Fleece Down/Overshirts $109 $139

POLO SHIRTS

Long Sleeves $45 $65

SHORT SLEEVES $30 $45

STADIUMS

Ukulele $60 $80

WEEDS

FRENA Brothers - Hi-Visence $70 $90

CORDS

$29

Bonita - Funtini - Bonita $29

RUGGED OUTERWEAR

MR. PARKER'S - Meldy Feature $49

Powderhorn from Mother Earth $44.80 $59.95

The Great Sutter's Gold Rush

CITY

Sex offender law constitutes

By Susanna Johnson

The law was passed by the legislature in 1980. It makes it a felony to permit a sex offender to be in the same room as a child under 16. The law also requires the offender to register with the police department in the area where they live. The law is considered a major step in preventing child molestation.

Fairchild Fine Foods

1000 Melrose Ave., University Heights

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7-10 am, Sunday 8-1 pm

Ad effective through Oct. 24

STUNES

$7.49

PABST

$1.89

BRENNIVIN

$9.99

MILLER

HIGH LIFE

6 pack bottles

$1.99

COCA-COLA

6 pack bottles

$1.19

Also featuring whole beans coffee

PRICES GOOD ALL WEEK

FAIRCILD'S...Where we don't charge for convenience.

Two for the top with your action fashions.

Chefsiders embroidered tops with the prancing horse insignia and gives you two great choices, for fashion and comfort. Both in S, M, and L.

Turtleneck in 50% cotton/30% poly flat knit with long sleeves, stretchy, comfortable, and buttoned bottom. Jade, pink, gold, turquoise, red, gray, periwinkle, or black. $39

What will collar and button pocket 90% cotton/10% poly velour top has rib knit cuffs and bottom. Also available in poly/cotton mixes. Periwinkle, pink, gray, jade, or turquoise, $38.

Action Sportswear

secreted from the NFL, Oct. 27

Local roundups

Honor students dedicated

The University of Nebraska has dedicated today's football game to honoring its honor students. The team will wear black jerseys, and red and white color guard uniforms will be displayed during the game.

Beaver in trouble

The Beaver football team was placed on probation by the NCAA last week. The team will be on probation for the next two years.

Six-year-old boy

A six-year-old boy was killed in a car accident on Wednesday. The boy was riding a bicycle when he was hit by a car.

Teen arrested

A 17-year-old boy was arrested for allegedly stealing a car.

Local school district

The local school district has announced that it will be closing all schools on Friday.

Air traffic

Air traffic is expected to be heavy on Friday due to the upcoming holiday weekend.

Video animation

A video animation is scheduled to be shown on Friday at the local cinema. The animation is expected to be popular with children.

Troops on the move

The local National Guard unit has been deployed to the Middle East. The unit will be stationed in the region for six months.
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Despite speeders, 55 limit effective

By Kristine Stargue

Even though one-half of the drivers in Iowa break the speed limit, state officials and legislators believe the minimum speed limit will remain at 55 mph.

The main reason for the low hit-speed enforcement has been lack of an adequate law enforcement base. The enforcement base would be the product of a grant to law enforcement agencies. Last year, the base was located at 60 mph. The base was reduced to 55 mph under Governor Robert Young's Executive Order 1.

"You can tell an extreme difference between old and new safety records," said Bill Spear of the Iowa Highway Patrol.

There is a great difference between stopping while driving slowly and stopping at 65 mph. Hampshire said. "It's just a plain difference. People aren't getting hit as much because the speed limit was reduced. A recent study by the Federal Highway Administration shows that over 40 percent of the drivers in Iowa break the speed limit. That many aren't covered."

"I think that if they were 75 mph, two-speed spotters could do a better job," said Bruce Niccum, president of the Iowa Highway Patrol.

A FEDERAL LAW requires states to prove that they have reduced the number of motorists on the 55 mph limit to the benefit of the public. The law requires states to reduce the speed limit to 55 mph or to increase the number of drivers who have been stopped for exceeding the speed limit. The Iowa Highway Patrol has been stopped for exceeding the speed limit on an average of 25 percent.

A special study of drivers over the speed limit will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration.

The study will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the Iowa Highway Patrol.

It's estimated that 7 percent of the drivers on the 55 mph limit will be stopped for exceeding the speed limit.

The Iowa Highway Patrol has been stopped for exceeding the speed limit on an average of 25 percent.

The study will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the Iowa Highway Patrol.

A FEDERAL LAW requires states to reduce the number of motorists on the 55 mph limit to the benefit of the public. The law mandates states to reduce the speed limit to 55 mph or to increase the number of drivers who have been stopped for exceeding the speed limit. The Iowa Highway Patrol has been stopped for exceeding the speed limit on an average of 25 percent.

A special study of drivers over the speed limit will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration.

The study will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the Iowa Highway Patrol.

It's estimated that 7 percent of the drivers on the 55 mph limit will be stopped for exceeding the speed limit.

The Iowa Highway Patrol has been stopped for exceeding the speed limit on an average of 25 percent.

The study will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the Iowa Highway Patrol.

A FEDERAL LAW requires states to reduce the number of motorists on the 55 mph limit to the benefit of the public. The law mandates states to reduce the speed limit to 55 mph or to increase the number of drivers who have been stopped for exceeding the speed limit. The Iowa Highway Patrol has been stopped for exceeding the speed limit on an average of 25 percent.

A special study of drivers over the speed limit will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration.

The study will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the Iowa Highway Patrol.

It's estimated that 7 percent of the drivers on the 55 mph limit will be stopped for exceeding the speed limit.

The Iowa Highway Patrol has been stopped for exceeding the speed limit on an average of 25 percent.

The study will be conducted by the Federal Highway Administration and the Iowa Highway Patrol.
Cable featuring child health series

By Paul Beyer

A new five-part series on Hawkeye Cable will feature local medical experts discussing topics of interest to parents.

Dr. James Blackman, who practices medicine in Iowa City, said the series is a good chance to tryout an idea for a public service television program. "It's a great chance to tryout an idea and see where it goes."

Dr. Blackman was anxious to transfer community reaction to the series. "We feel that show will be a good indication of community opinion and interest in the show. Patients will not only hear a practical message, but they will know how community members feel about the program." Dr. Blackman added that the show will be a trial run for a possible commercial project.

Bassick added that the series will be a chance to tryout an idea for a public service television program. "It's a good chance to tryout an idea and see where it goes."

Dr. Blackman was anxious to transfer community reaction to the series. "We feel that show will be a good indication of community opinion and interest in the program. Patients will not only hear a practical message, but they will know how community members feel about the program." Dr. Blackman added that the series will be a trial run for a possible commercial project.

Hawley said that the series is a good chance to tryout an idea for a public service television program. "It's a great chance to tryout an idea and see where it goes."

Dr. Blackman was anxious to transfer community reaction to the series. "We feel that show will be a good indication of community opinion and interest in the program. Patients will not only hear a practical message, but they will know how community members feel about the program." Dr. Blackman added that the series will be a trial run for a possible commercial project.

Iowans voice support of new farm program

Iowans voice support of new farm program

By Paul Beyer
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Iowa City...now that's a city. The

days of the old postcards and

framed photographs are over. Today:

changing faces, challenging times,

progress, action, results.

We are a city of more than 100,000 people.

We are home to the University of Iowa,

Iowa's flagship institution.

We are home to the Mayo Medical

School.

We are home to major corporations and

industries.

We are home to the arts, entertainment,

and sports.

We are home to a vibrant and diverse

community.

And we are home to the

Iowa City Council.

We are a city that works hard and
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We are a city that cares.
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Iowa City crime complaints at year's peak in September

DAVID LEWIS

Iowa City, IA, Oct. 14 - Iowa City police said they had a peak in September when 1,200 police reports were taken, the highest number in a year. "We're seeing a lot of problems, and a lot of them are being solved," a police sergeant said. The usual peak in such reports is in November, when people are home for Thanksgiving and Christmas.

The police have received reports of various crimes, including theft, vandalism, and assault. They have also received some reports of domestic disputes, which are the most common type of crime.

Police said they expect the number of reports to continue to rise in October, as people return to work after the holiday season.

UI specialist testifies in trial of sitters accused of neglect

JIM HAYSLEY

Iowa City, IA, Oct. 15 - A University of Iowa psychology professor testified in a trial of a couple accused of neglecting their children. The couple is accused of leaving their children in their care for an extended period of time, during which time they were left alone and unsupervised.

The professor, who has studied child neglect, said that children who are left alone and unsupervised are at risk of developing a wide range of problems, including emotional and behavioral issues.

The couple, who have pleaded not guilty, have denied the charges and said that they were merely providing care for their children.

The trial is expected to continue for several more weeks, as additional witnesses are called to testify.
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College funding increases slow

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The same year that appropriations increased to an average of 16 percent, making it the highest increase in two decades, still are spending less money per student, according to periodic studies done to take into that scenario. It was repor-
ted last month that the average cost of a post-
graduate education in 1980 was $3,991. A Chri-
ti report released today, funded by the state of Iowa, says the average cost of higher educa-
tion increased 16 percent, from $3,150 in 1979 to $3,780 in 1980.

"You can see a clear impact of inflation," said one of the report's authors.

Economy

NY: UPI - Medical schools are draining students in less than a year after getting them into what are considered the nation's best medical schools, according to a report released today.

Inauguration

Other work, however. "We're in a better position to be able to handle the situation, but it's not a problem," he said.

"We're working with the state budget office to look at ways to simplify the process and make sure that we're spending our money wisely," he said.

Rape

New York: UPI - A man invited to a birthday party was raped after he was served a special meal at the party.

Cutler

"FPF helped us to find a rape victim," said one of the victims. "She's doing well now and she's not as afraid of anyone."
Revising women's role in the world

A

The Take Back the Night rally planned for Saturday night at University of Iowa City's City Hall Plaza is expected to draw a large crowd of concerned citizens who will gather to protest against violence against women. Unfortunately, it appears likely that the event's venue will be occupied by the police due to the nature of the protest.

The police in the area are preparing to cover all angles of the event, from monitoring the large crowd to containing any potential violence. This includes a heavy police presence at City Hall Plaza, where the Take Back the Night rally is scheduled to take place.

In light of these developments, we urge our readers to remain vigilant and peaceful as they attend the rally. We believe that the event will provide an opportunity to raise awareness about the issue of violence against women and to advocate for the rights of all individuals.

Take Back the Night

The Take Back the Night rally is a student-organized event that aims to bring attention to the issue of violence against women. It is an annual event held on the campus of the University of Iowa City to promote awareness and encourage dialogue about this important issue.

The rally typically features speakers and entertainment, as well as a march through the city to raise awareness and promote change. It is an opportunity for students and community members to come together and support each other in the struggle against violence against women.

We encourage all individuals who are concerned about this issue to attend the Take Back the Night rally and to participate in the march. Together, we can make a difference and create a safer community for all.

Corporation bulldozes

The Corporation is a government agency that regulates the securities industry. It is responsible for enforcing federal securities laws, which prohibit fraud, manipulation, and deceptive practices in the securities markets.

In recent years, the Corporation has taken steps to address issues related to climate change and corporate sustainability. This includes requiring companies to disclose information about their climate-related risks and opportunities, as well as encouraging them to develop and implement sustainability programs.

The Corporation's efforts in this area are part of a broader trend towards greater corporate responsibility and sustainability. Many companies are recognizing the importance of these issues and are taking steps to address them.

Letters

Free ballot?  

Many people are concerned about the upcoming election and the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic may have on the voting process. There are many questions about how the election will be conducted, and what steps can be taken to ensure a safe and fair election.

Some people are calling for a "free ballot" option, which would allow voters to cast their ballots in a manner that suits them best. This could include mail-in voting, early voting, or in-person voting at polling places.

It is important to consider the potential challenges and drawbacks of a "free ballot" option. For example, mail-in voting may be more accessible for some voters, but it could also increase the risk of fraud and inaccuracies in the voting process.

Class notes

I am currently enrolled in a class on women's studies. The course focuses on the historical and contemporary experiences of women and the challenges they face in society. We are currently discussing the role of women in politics and the struggles they face in gaining representation and equality.

One of the key topics we are exploring is the impact of the #MeToo movement and the #TimesUp movement on the representation of women in politics. We are also discussing the ways in which women have been historically excluded from the political process and the challenges they face in gaining equal representation.

Energy issues

The issue of energy and the transition to renewable energy sources is a pressing concern in contemporary society. The use of fossil fuels, particularly coal, has been a major contributor to the global climate crisis, leading to rising temperatures and extreme weather events.

There is a growing demand for renewable energy sources such as solar and wind power, which are cleaner and more sustainable alternatives to fossil fuels. Many governments and businesses are taking steps to increase the use of these sources and reduce their reliance on fossil fuels.

Animal suffering

The issue of animal suffering is a complex and multifaceted one. It involves questions of ethics, compassion, and the treatment of animals in various contexts, including agriculture, research, and entertainment.

There is a growing awareness of the impact that our actions have on animals, and efforts are being made to reduce animal suffering and promote animal welfare. This includes the development of new technologies and practices that minimize harm to animals, as well as efforts to promote ethical treatment of animals in all contexts.

Economic issues

The issue of economic inequality and the distribution of wealth is a significant concern in contemporary society. The gap between the rich and the poor has been widening in recent years, with the top 1% of earners capturing a disproportionate share of the nation's wealth.

There is a need for policies that address economic inequality and promote greater economic mobility. This includes measures to increase access to education and training, as well as efforts to create a more inclusive and equitable economy that benefits all members of society.
President Reagan drives a tractor on the farm of St. Louis lawyer Larry Winter. Special to the paper is Winter's brother, John Winter.

Reagan announces new plan to aid farm prices, exports

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan, taking part in a visit to a St. Louis farm, announced Wednesday a major initiative to increase American agricultural exports and boost sagging farm prices.

An Administrator for the Agriculture Department, John Block, on a campaign stop in Chaplin, III., Reagan announced the three-year, $1 billion program to return to the public the funds of the Commodity Credit Corporation which the government borrows to finance the loan but the government guarantees the availability immediately.

The secretary explained that reduced interest rates would come from a combination of $800 million in borrowed direct government credits and $200 million in loans to farmers from the Commodity Credit Corporation. Under this program, private institutions would lose the tax break for the government guarantee for the expected payment default by a foreign buyer.

Block said the new export credit would be offered principally to developing countries with terms making it feasible.

"It's A PACKAGE sales program that will combine our other domestic and foreign efforts to improve farm incomes, Block said in his prepared remarks. "These reduced interest rates and terms are needed to help countries increase their import of U.S. agricultural products, in cases where exports are limited by lack of favorable credit terms."

We believe there are a number of countries where additional demand is clearly there, provided favorable financing can be made available," he added.

Some of the Agriculture Department notes that an export initiative has been expected for some time.

In August, Congress authorized the department to spend $2.7 billion a year for three years as an export expansion program, But Congress did not specify how the money might be spent, and there has been a constant debate as to how the money should be spent within the funds.

Block said the $1 billion of direct government credits available immediately would come from the authorized funds. The remaining $5 billion would be held in reserve for the remainder of fiscal 1982, which began Oct. 1.

The three-year program is being authorized under the Export Expansion Act of 1981. The Agriculture Department has been working to identify potential foreign markets that it believes would be interested in purchasing more American farm products.

Chief Tylenol slaying suspect could have a New York alibi

CHICAGO (UPI) - New York police said Wednesday they were investigating a claim that a suspect in the Tylenol slayings had an alibi in New York. The claims are similar to those made by the Florida, the last suspect identified in the slayings.

"We have not confirmed these reports to New York police yet," Chicago Attorney General Tyron Fahner said at a Chicago news conference. "The Illinois Attorney General's office is continuing its investigation." Fahner said the suspect was identified after the third victim was killed in Chicago.

LEWIS WAS CHARGED Wednesday with writing an extortion letter to Robert J. Dobbs, president of the manufacturer of Tylenol. The letter accused Dobbs of $30 to $3 million in Tylenol, which was sold in Chicago. The letter was signed by a Chicago area attorney.

Fahner said the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, law enforcement, and the Agriculture Department have been involved in the investigation of the Tylenol slayings.

Agriculture Secretary John Block yesterday also said the government would provide $1 billion in export credits to help American farmers.

The Agriculture Department has been working to identify potential foreign markets that it believes would be interested in purchasing more American farm products.

"We believe there are a number of countries where additional demand is clearly there, provided favorable financing can be made available," the secretary explained. "This mayor initiative to increase American agricultural exports and boost sagging farm prices will combine our other domestic and foreign efforts to improve farm incomes."
## Sports

### Cards rally in sixth to grab series title

The St. Louis Cardinals rallied in the sixth inning to defeat the Milwaukee Brewers, 6-3, on Wednesday night at Busch Stadium. The Cardinals scored three runs in the sixth to take the lead and held on for the victory.

The Cardinals, 21-10, moved into first place in the National League Central Division with the win. The Brewers, 17-13-1, dropped to second place, one game behind the Cardinals.

Cardinals pitcher Bob Forsch pitched seven innings of five-hit, one-run baseball to get the win. Brewer starter Bert Blyleven matched Forsch pitch for pitch until the sixth, when the Cards erupted for three runs.

The Cardinals took the lead when Ken Oberkfell hit a two-run single off Blyleven with two out in the sixth. Mike Shannon followed with a single that drove home Oberkfell. Jim Rice completed the rally with an RBI single.

Forsch pitched shrewdly, striking out eight batters and allowing only five hits in seven innings to get the victory. Blyleven, who pitched eight innings, allowed five runs on nine hits and struck out five for the loss.

The Cardinals scored two runs in the first inning on a two-run single by Rice. A leadoff single by Mike Adams was followed by a double by Rice, who scored on the double. The Brewers started the rally with two singles in the first, but Forsch got the next three outs to maintain a 2-0 lead.

The game was scoreless until the sixth, when the Cardinals came to the plate with a two-out rally. Oberkfell doubled and Shannon walked to load the bases. Rice then hit the first pitch of the at-bat into center field, scoring both Oberkfell and Shannon.

With the win, the Cardinals moved into first place in the National League Central Division. The Brewers fell to second place, one game behind.

**Cardinals by the numbers: **
- **HR:** 2
- **RBIs:** 3
- **Stolen bases:** 1
- **Pitchers:** 2

**Brewers by the numbers: **
- **HR:** 0
- **RBIs:** 1
- **Stolen bases:** 0
- **Pitchers:** 1

The Cardinals improve to 21-10 on the season and stay 1.5 games ahead of the Brewers in the National League Central Division.

---

### Defending titlist Skoal Brothers favored as IM playoffs begin

The Skoal Brothers, defending champions of the intramural football playoffs, are favored to win the title again this year. The Skoal Brothers have won the last two IM playoffs and are expected to be strong contenders.

The IM playoffs begin this week with the first-round matches. The Skoal Brothers will face their toughest challenge in the semifinals, where they will face the defending champions of the last two IM playoffs.

The Skoal Brothers have won the last two IM playoffs by a combined score of 62-18. They have scored at least 18 points in each of their last two IM playoff games.

The IM playoffs are a single-elimination tournament with 16 teams competing for the title. The top four teams advance to the semifinals, and the semifinal winners advance to the final.

---

### Intramurals

**Regulations of Opinion:**

Respect for the game is a key component of intramural sports. Players are expected to follow the rules of the game and respect the decisions of referees.

**Fair Play:**

Players are expected to play fair and respect their opponents. Violations of these rules can result in penalties, including disqualification from the game.

**Sportsmanship:**

Players are expected to show good sportsmanship during the game. This includes greeting opponents, giving handshakes at the conclusion of the game, and maintaining a positive attitude.

**Dead Ball:**

In the event of a dead ball, play is stopped and the team in possession of the ball at the time the dead ball occurred is awarded a throw-in. If the ball goes out of bounds, the opposing team takes a throw-in from the area beyond the out-of-bounds line.

**Referee Authority:**

The referee has final authority in all matters pertaining to the game. Referees have the power to penalize players and make decisions that affect the outcome of the game.
Iowa City, Iowa
Sportsforum

Spikers look to sweep Hoosiers
By Kent Cape
The Hoosiers volleyball team will have another crack at the Big Ten this weekend when it faces Illinois Friday.

"Lots of things have happened since we last played them," New Hours: Mon-Fri 11:00 - 9:30, Sat. Open 11:00 - 9:30, Sun. Open 11:00 - 3:00

"We are excited to face them again. They are always a tough team to play," Crowe said. "We have had a topsy-turvy season so far, but we are looking forward to this weekend.

"Iowa is looking to improve on its 5-16 record this weekend, and we want to keep that up," Crowe said. "We have some young players that are improving and we are looking for them to step up this weekend.

"It will be a great opportunity for us to get back on track and build some momentum for the remainder of the season," Crowe said.

---

O'Brien optimistic on NBA talks

CHICAGO (UPI) -- NBA Commissioner Garry S collapses and distance runners in the country. Loring gave another crack at the only Big Ten the balance in the Big Ten, Wisconsin, players and reduce fringe and travel

"We need to get this thing resolved," O'Brien said. "Our young players are looking to improve, and we need to give them the opportunity to do so.

"We are looking at a lot of different options," O'Brien said. "We want to make sure we are giving our players the best opportunities to succeed.

"I believe we can work out a deal that is fair for both sides," O'Brien said. "We are committed to doing what is best for our team.

---

Sports today

What do all these professional basketball players have in common? They are all Iowa fans! The Hawkeyes have a lot to be proud of this season, and they are one of the top teams in the Big Ten.

"It's been a great season so far," O'Brien said. "We have had some tough losses, but we have also had some great wins.

"We are looking forward to the rest of the season and we will continue to work hard," O'Brien said. "We are a young team, but we are working hard to improve.

---

Tuesdays are for taking a break from the grind and treating yourself to a delicious sauce at Nick's. Whether you're in the mood for something sweet or savory, Nick's has got you covered. Try one of their signature dishes, like the"

---

Iowa Hawkeyes basketball tickets are now on sale for the upcoming season. Don't miss out on the action and support your favorite team. Get your tickets today and be a part of the historic moments that will be made this year.

---

Local happenings
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The Hawkeyes are ranked #1 in the Big Ten, and they are looking to keep that up this weekend. They have a tough test against Illinois, but they are confident in their ability to win.

"We are looking forward to this weekend," O'Brien said. "We have some young players that are stepping up and making a difference for us.

"We are looking to improve on our record and build some momentum for the rest of the season," O'Brien said. "We are excited to face Illinois and see what we can do.

---
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UI author gives his
‘First Blood’ to film

By Mike Haffeman

Madison (Daily Iowan) – Author David Morrell was in no hurry to accept the idea of his book being turned into a movie. When Mervyn Golden, a producer with the 20th Century Fox studio, asked Morrell to work on the screenplay for a film adaptation of his book, Morrell refused.

“Golden immediately pulled back the curtain and revealed that he was planning on adapting my book, ‘First Blood,’ for the screen,” Morrell said. “I had to laugh. I had never thought of the book as movie material.”

Morrell, who is known for his satirical novels, said that he was initially reluctant to get involved in the film industry. However, he eventually agreed to work on the project, and the result is the film “First Blood.”

“First Blood” is a satirical thriller that follows a Vietnam veteran who becomes a police officer in a small town. The book was published in 1972 and became a bestseller, and the film was released in 1982.

Morrell said that he was not aware of the film industry until he received a letter from a fan who suggested that he write a screenplay for a movie based on his book.

“I was only vaguely familiar with the film industry at that time,” Morrell said. “But I was intrigued by the possibility of seeing my work come to life on the big screen.”

Morrell said that he worked closely with the producer on the screenplay and was pleased with the final product. He said that he believes the film is a faithful adaptation of his book.

“First Blood” was directed by Ted Post and starred Sylvestor Stallone as John Rambo, the Vietnam veteran turned police officer. The film was a commercial success and has since become a cult classic.

Morrell said that he was proud of the film and believed that it was a good representation of his book. He said that he was pleased to see the book’s themes of violence and the dangers of the military-industrial complex come to life on the screen.

Morrell said that he hopes that the film will inspire people to think about the power of the government and the role of the military in society.

“I want people to think about the dangers of the military-industrial complex and the role of the government in our lives,” Morrell said. “I hope that the film will inspire people to think about these issues.”

Morrell said that he is pleased with the success of the film and is looking forward to seeing more of his work adapted for the screen. He said that he is currently working on a new novel and hopes that it will also be adapted for film.

“I am looking forward to seeing more of my work come to life on the screen,” Morrell said. “I hope that I can continue to inspire people with my work and that more of my books will be adapted for film.”
Feiffer's 'Little Murders' needs depth

**Films**

*Clockwork Orange*. In a year that produced The French Connection, Sidney Poitier, Sunday, Love and the Last Picture Show, Little Murders stands as a harrowing, industrialized vision of the way a high-tech, high-culture society's values are programmed into its citizens. The bleak future that Feiffer paints is chillingly plausible, as if the decades of sci-fi literature and the dawning of a computerized society have finally coalesced into a realization.

**Join the dance of love... and death.**
**Entertainment today**

**ART:** Begins the National College Art Association Art in Television/Telemedia Festival brochure that begat our week-end. The events and discussions are for all ages. You are encouraged to make reservations now to stop by the School of Art and express your interest. However, we do have room to display the exhibits in the University Museum of Art all day, the public lecture on the arts by the Lapidus professor at 2 p.m., the evening public exhibition of paintings and sketches by John J. and a later public lecture by the artist with the Kitchen next month. Tickets are $1 each at the door or on Saturday. The show is at 12:30.

**THEATRE:** Neil Simon's The Sailor Bessie is the new play at the Old Country Theatre. Based on the story of the victorious Israel Mount and his wife's plot to murder the mayor and沃尔科特, the play is set in a small town in New York. The show is open to the public and tickets are $5 each. The show is at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The theatre also offers a variety of other plays throughout the week.

**Food**

Nothing unusual, except for the frog's legs, which were served with a side of mashed potatoes and garlic bread. The restaurant's atmosphere was relaxed, with soft music playing in the background. The service was efficient, and the atmosphere was cozy and inviting. I'm considering returning to try the new menu next week.

**THEater/Entertainment Festival**

As I drove into the restaurant (dark bar on one side; dark restaurant on the other), I noticed that the lights were dim, and the atmosphere was intimate. The menu was extensive, with a variety of dishes to choose from. I ordered the spinach salad, which was very fresh and well-prepared.

**Restaurant**

The dining room was dimly lit, with soft music playing in the background. The service was friendly and attentive. I ordered the seafood pasta, which was very delicious and satisfying. The atmosphere was cozy and inviting, with a warm and inviting ambiance.

**Television/Lntermedia Festival**

The meal was served on a white plate, and the table was elegantly set. I ordered the prime rib, which was very tender and flavorful. The atmosphere was convivial andinviting, with a warm and inviting ambiance.

**Rental**

The rental car was very comfortable, and the journey was very smooth.

**Theatre**

The theatre was very intimate, with a small audience. The performance was very well-received, and the atmosphere was convivial and inviting.
Series tops the tube

NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball enjoyed another ace in its Viva Las Vegas uniform, and because there was no need to travel to the Strip for the elegant performance, for once.

His name is John Manley, and his 9-10:30 World Series Game No.1 (NBC) , in which the Minnesota Tiger Piedmont played host to the New York Giants, was a great success. In the first three weeks of this year’s premiere series,4,000 people minimum watched the show, but last year’s NBC at AMC were reported down by a per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

The series was expected to be a good one, but last year’s, a great one. The result was a big boost to the network’s ratings. In the first three weeks of this year’s premiere series, 4,000 people minimum watched the show, but last year’s NBC at AMC were reported down by a per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

The series was expected to be a good one, but last year’s, a great one. The result was a big boost to the network’s ratings. In the first three weeks of this year’s premiere series, 4,000 people minimum watched the show, but last year’s NBC at AMC were reported down by a per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

The series was expected to be a good one, but last year’s, a great one. The result was a big boost to the network’s ratings. In the first three weeks of this year’s premiere series, 4,000 people minimum watched the show, but last year’s NBC at AMC were reported down by a per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

The series was expected to be a good one, but last year’s, a great one. The result was a big boost to the network’s ratings. In the first three weeks of this year’s premiere series, 4,000 people minimum watched the show, but last year’s NBC at AMC were reported down by a per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

The series was expected to be a good one, but last year’s, a great one. The result was a big boost to the network’s ratings. In the first three weeks of this year’s premiere series, 4,000 people minimum watched the show, but last year’s NBC at AMC were reported down by a per cent and 7 per cent, respectively.
Arts and entertainment

Diversified arts phenomena here presents something for everyone

By Jeffrey Miller

Art and Documentary Film

The 11-day new arts extravaganza this weekend, the Mid-American College Art Association Conference, the Art and Television Conference and the Forum International Art and Documentary Film, was held at the SWAC in New York two years ago. Beyond, as social as ever, the UI counseling center, and the Film Festival coming up at the end of this month, various filmmakers, artists and cash are in the air, and a new and exciting performance in art and the development of new forms of art have become a reality.

The UI was simply to host the art association conference. The associated students had to look at all angles, said the Festival director, with the development of art and Art History, one of the even more significant, and "we had helped with a 65 percent increase in the conference." But every attempt was made to suggest that the conference was going to be an "interesting event of this kind.

When asked in presenting a conference about performance and new forms of art, it was clear that the development of video art is a legitimate, if not entirely agreed upon, form.

FILM ART president Fred Kinder suggested that an Art and Television Conference in New York a few years back was made to include, for the same time, discussions with the Association of New York the conference for the joint venture proceeded.

"Recreations on a tall Iowa forebears of the Experimental Intermedia Foundation," Thomas contended, "we had been looking for a place to hold the 1980 International Art Festival, and the UI was agreed to as the joint venture. The First International Art Festival was held at the SWAC in New York two years ago. Beyond, as social as ever, the UI counseling center, and the Film Festival coming up at the end of this month, various filmmakers, artists and cash are in the air, and a new and exciting performance in art and the development of new forms of art have become a reality.
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